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About This Game

The water is no longer calm.

The undersea world has undergone a transformation from tranquil environment to a place of unspeakable violence, graphic
murder and horrific danger. It is now the 27th century and mercenaries such as 'Emerald' Dead Eye Flint ply their deadly trade

among the warring forces of man and nature. Gamers take the role of Flint, taking command of a loosely aligned force of fellow
mercenaries who hire themselves out to the powerful leaders of this inhospitable world. Players fight vicious battles against

crazed mercenaries, mighty military forces and hideous sea monsters. The frantic pace never lets up in Aquanox: True
adrenaline-rush action for today's gamers.

Key features:

Mission based action with stunning and violent individual and team-based combat
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Superbly crafted 3D graphics in a real-time, richly rendered underwater world of steep mountain ranges, intricate
caverns, deadly currents and glittering underwater cities

34 dangerous missions giving hours of action packed gaming

Multiplayer options for LAN and Internet for gripping deathmatch and team-based battles

Over 40 incredible enemies and vicious monsters to battle to the end

Atmospheric 3D soundtrack and music
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Title: AquaNox
Genre: Action
Developer:
THQ Nordic
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Aquanox
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2001

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 98/ME/2000

Processor: Intel P3 or AMD Athlon/Duron >400MHz

Memory: 128 MB

Graphics: 16 MB AGP2X Video Card or better

DirectX®: DirectX 8.0

Hard Drive: 500MB

Sound: SoundBlaster or compatible

Other Requirements: Joystick or Mouse

English,German,Italian
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good game that aged well
+ has old graphics, but still looks good
+ can be run on toaster
- could be longer
. Very good submarine shooter, you are like a wing commander and earn credits to get new ships and upgrades :) In my
experience I loved it 9/10. Ok so it seems it took me around 14 hours to complete the game, having some technical issues too.
It's one of my firsts games ever so i wanted to finish it now that i'm grown, i can understand the game better from different
perspectives rather than when i was 8 yo. I'll get into pros and cons fast.
Pros:
Unique style, first underwater fps. You start with a character that has his Succubus (ship) stolen and starts with the lowest ship.
You can design unique ships by playing with whatever guns or augmentations you feel like, playing with torpedoes, buzzers,
different kinds of guns that either affect the Hull or have EMP damage. The battles feel nice, you won't find it too easy to win
every fight and you'll need to retreat sometimes.
Cons:
Sadly, there are a lot of cons.. but even with them, the game is pretty enjoyable. The story is a bit hard to understand, there are a
lot of dialogues with different kind of people and it got me to a point i was simply bored to understand some scientific ideas that
i skipped them only so i can finish the game by barely understanding the main story and what happens for real in game. The
game can be buggy, it can have errors. Saving the game very frequently can save you a lot. A very big problem is the lag input of
your mouse. The game was released in november 2001. There were very old mouses with a very low dpi and the game didn t get
any patch for that. The idea is that if you have a mouse with 800-3600 dpi, your mobility in game will simply freeze , then turn
away instantly for 30-50 degrees, you don't get linearity. For this, i personally solved the problem by making my mouse go as
low as possibile, to 100dpi and set the sensibility in game of the mouse to 45%. I found this configuration the best for me. If
you fail a mission halfway or at 99%, you'll have to redo it again, which is a bit... annoying.. I had to follow some different tips
from the internet to understand the mechanics and what to do in certain situation as the game might provide some unusual
experiences.
One after another, we have a very good game, certainly nothing similar on the market today, the mechanics are still pretty good,
the implementation feels nice. Most probably, if you are not a fan of old games or this wasn't one of your first games played,
this game won't impress you much. This is probably one of the best Games I ever played.
The setting is unique, the graphics are still beautiful and the story is actually pretty good. (Only the dialogues are sometimes a
little too long and irrelevant).
A title I play at least once a year.
8/10. Note: this review is based on the GOG version.*

Flawed but Fun: 3/5

For starters, a piece of important advice: CHANGE YOUR MOUSE REPORT RATE.
Many modern gaming mice report 500 to 1000 times per second, and this is too fast - motion will be jerky to nonexistent as
information is dropped. I've heard reports of values as high as 250 working, but I set mine to 200 and minimum DPI, and that
worked very nicely.

Visuals:
The game looks good - decent geometry and detailed textures prevent it from showing its age too much, and it's perfectly happy
to do 1920x1200. Weapon effects look nice and are varied enough to distinguish at a glance. In a heavy firefight, you can lose
sight of a distant target in all the flash, especially if you're throwing a torrent of glowing bolts from a Plasma Gatling - for me,
this was a bonus, emphasizing the hectic nature of a crowded 3D battle. Enemies and allies are visually distinct, with each
faction employing ships sharing their own unique style - and some of the ships look pretty cool!
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Controls:
Gameplay is a mixed bag. The concept of free 3D motion in an environment that has a definite floor and ceiling (unlike open
space) is rather neat (and provides an opportunity for interesting visuals), but the execution could have been better.

You have 5 degrees of freedom in movement, but unlike most space-based 5DOF games (such as DarkStar One), the dropped
element is roll. You can yaw (you actually bank left and right, but automatically come back to upright when you stop turning),
pitch, strafe horizontally or vertically, and accelerate/reverse. This arrangement guarantees that the seafloor stays on the floor,
and the vertical strafe is tremendously useful in some situations . . . but it also creates one of the most irritiating limitations of
the system -- there is a fixed vertical axis through which you cannot pitch. If a target passes above or below you and you've been
pitching up or down to track it, once you reach vertical you have to spin around to continue to track.

The other unpleasant limitation is that many missions have a very low (and invisible) ceiling. Thousands of meters of vertical
space from which to launch surprise 3D flanking attacks, and you can't use it. It was a real joy to have that vertical freedom in
the one mission that involves escorting a rising buoy, but normally the low ceiling limits your firing angles (really irritating when
trying to hit small targets on top of several nasty enemies), traps you behind just-barely-too-high mountains (usually not a huge
issue unless exploring outside the main mission area), and turns what could have been a game of true-3D tactics into something
where battles and defenses are dominated by 2D positioning, more constrained than even a terrestrial flight sim.

Story/Acting:
The story is fairly typical fare, predictable but sufficient (if you can ignore the ridiculously bad science driving several plot
elements). The writing is merely mediocre, although the monologues for the movies are over-long, overwrought, and
underestimate the player's intelligence. The protagonist mostly re-hashes recent events in a slow near-monotone, offers some
stultifyingly obvious "insights", then delivers a faux-philosophical wannabe-warrior-poet musing. Over time, this becomes less
irritating, although I'm not sure whether it's due to getting used to it, or the writers running out of time and padding the speeches
less heavily.

The voice acting, however, ranges from bad to terrible, with a healthy sprinkling of rage-inducingly painful. The most grating
element is Lt. Bonham, with her whiny voice, strangely off-tempo delivery, obsession with grade-school fun science facts (not
all of them correct), and tendency to ramble. It's bad enough in the "talk" sections in port, but those are skippable / can be read
with headphones off; the worst bit is that she talks during missions. It's a bad sign when my reaction to failing a mission is not
"dangit, all that wasted effort!" but "Oh NO, I have to listen to my wingman again!!" instead.

Difficulty:
Initially, the unusual controls may be an issue, but they're fine once you get used to them - the only real problems I had were the
slow ascent, low ceiling, and occasionally the vertical pitch limit mentioned above. Those used to flight sims will lament the lack
of a lead indicator. Long missions with distinct, cutscene-separated sections can be frustrating to re-do from the start when you
fail, but I mostly found it to be a nice challenge that enhanced the tension of later stages. Where an unexpected Scalar Howitzer
to the face might just prompt you to return to a save from two minutes ago in some games, here it creates an adrenaline rush as
you struggle to stay alive and complete the suddenly-desperate mission. The final mission did become frustrating, but finally
beating it at high difficulty gave a nice feeling of accomplishment. At higher difficulties, strategy matters, and you need to think
about tactics in the harder missions (hint: you *can* consistently hit Headshax with guided missiles if you do it right; look at
what allows them to go into that failing orbit). Fortunately, you can change the difficulty level any time in port.

As with many games, some missions make certain ships invincible so that you can't derail the story. Fortunately, you'll realize
rather quickly and can avoid them. More frustratingly, there are a couple occasions when a ship you know you want to destroy is
marked non-hostile; if you're not paying attention, killing it fails the mission. Just watch the color!

Levels, Strategy, and Other Elements:
A customizable Single-Player instant fight would be nice, but the 4 included arena fights are at least interesting, particularly the
you-vs-an-army "Asylum" (hint: you can retreat and recover as much as you like, it's neither timed nor an escort mission). The
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game does get points for crowded, hectic battles, including the final level and the 3-area defense against the crawler assault late
in the game. I found the latter unfortunately easy even on max difficulty, but it was still fun. It also earns points for genuinely
varied weapons: the EMP gun is a bit forced (useful only in missions requiring non-lethal assault), but all the weapons have a
useful tactical role at some point. You can trade in your guns, hardware, and ships at purchase price, so you can change load-out
every mission, to anything you can afford. In addition to providing some fun variety, that choice can matter a lot, particularly
your missile mix.

The Verdict:
Overall, the game has a neat concept, looks good, has decent controls with a few limitations, gives you freedom to try and switch
between all affordable load-outs, and provides weapons varied enough to suit a variety of tactics; this would earn it 4 stars, but
numerous irritating flaws drag it down to a three - the voice acting, the tactics-limiting low ceilings, a couple situations in which
missiles should not fail but do, and the frustration with multi-part missions, although I'm of two minds on the last one because I
usually liked the challenge.

I feel a bit bad giving it a 3, but it just hasn't earned that 4. Still, it convinced me to buy Aquanox 2, which addresses most of the
flaws and is definitely worth trying.. I really want to like this game. It's got style and charm in abundance.
However, it doesn't like modern mice with high DPI, and the aim will on occasion freeze completely if you aim up or down.
Also, while it has interesting characters with a lot of fully voiced dialogue, you can't make any conversational choices - Even
though the game screams for such RPG elements. How you fare during missions, and whom you choose to talk to while docked
seems to make some impact on the story.

Very much recommended, if you can find an old mouse, or preferably a good old joystick.. This game is old but the game play
is still fun. It kinda is like a space RPG but its Ocean. I would love to see a game like this done with todays tech and gaming
engines.

Not sure what the price is while you are reading this as I got it in a Humble Bundle but if its more then $10 I would buy
something else as this is just out of date. Anything under $10 you can consider it. I mean heck, I got several hours of fun out of
it.. Archimedean Dynasty was the original game. An underwater flashlight looking submarine.. It was an awesome game.. Until
AquaNox came out... I offered an amount just to kickstart the 3rd one.. Im hoping to see another awesome game.. Post
apocalyptic underwater cyberpunk at it's best.

Nice story, great world and setting and fun gameplay, as well as great voice actors (in it's German version at least).

I've played this game a lot in my youth and it's still great fun.

I would definitely recommend this game if you like this genre and/or setting, especially at its current price.

I have to mention that I have spend dozens of hours with the CD version of this game before rebuying it on Steam. The few
hours I've played it here may mislead you.. What is Aquanox?

Aquanox is a sci-fi-underwater-shooter. The story is pretty weak, the voice-acting is horrible (german version), but gameplay-
wise I had a lot of fun playing this game. Despite it´s age, you can choose high resolutions and the graphics are not too ugly and
colourful. You can buy different ships, weapons and upgrades, which is a lot of fun. The missions vary quite a bit and you need
to talk to different people on every underwater-station for the story-progress. This part can be annoying due to the terrible voice-
acting and the slow story progression, but somehow it´s a charming trash story. The AI on the lowest difficulty level can be
pretty challenging. The dark atmosphere and the upgrade mechanic of of the game kept me playing, even if it just plays
underwater, the devs put effort in designing interesting landscapes, ships and enemies. So if you prefer games like X-Wing/Tie
Fighter or Wing Commander you should give Aquanox a try!

Technical details

The game is pretty old, but it runs fine on windows 10. Higher resolutions can be chosen in the graphic-settings. You will need
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to adjust the sensitivity of your mouse, otherwise your movement will be too fast during your play. It is possible to do this in the
game in the setup menu or outside the game in the "ini-file". It also might help to lower the resolution of your monitor a bit to
get a better experience while moving.

There is a bug in mission 29 where enemies keep on respawning until the mission fails, so just restart the mission and play
again.

If you liked this review be sure to hit the like button to help other players with helpful reviews. Thanks!
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Why I never noticed this one is beyond me, it was a fresh concept at the time and for some reason slipped through unnoticed. I
think it deserves more attention.. Looks interesting, but I don't get it. Starts by having to shoot scraps in a sector, then shoot
scraps on a carrier's path so it doesn't crash into them. It got boring pretty fast.. TL:DR Aquanox is the kind of game you call a
solid 6. Its not great and has lots of flaws, but it's decent for a romp.(also see my final verdinct, pros and cons at the end)

To start off with the visuals. They were ok then, and they are passable for their age, but I think they could do better even back in
the day when the game came out.

Soundwise the game is average with ok-ish sounds for weapons, good sounds for torpedoes and a repetitious soundtrack.
Voiceacting is wierd. It's exaggerated in a cartoonish way in some instances, while its good in some others.

In regards to the story, I found the characters to be enjoyable and the overall plot interesting, but they do leave a lot to be
desired. For starters, characters are introduced out of the blue and with no context, with no proper development, and with some
being one time affairs. dont be surpised if you find it hard to care about even for main characters. The story up next, it is a few
centuries after a cataclysmic event that rendered the surface of the earth uninhabbitable, with the survivors moving into
underwater cities. It has been five years after a war against some biomechanical beings known as the bionts, your character, flint
fought in that war and lost a good friend in order for a chance to win that war. Unfortunately this is mostly inconsequential to
the overall story. Much like the characters the various factions(be it normal or antagonistic) are not properly introduced. One
other thing is that major events in the game are not treated properly and they feel insignificant with the ending treated in such
manner, resulting in an anticlimactic closure.

Diving into the gameplay, if you played Descent then this is not that far off, but not quite there. While you can strafe its not all
that fast and you cant slide up or down. I think the devs tried to make it feel like its a submarine vehicular game, but its not
really doing it properly either. It is stuck somewhere in between. This also results in the worst possible mouse aim ever. The
mouse acceleration in aquanox is awful. Even after quite a bit of tweaking, it still needs some getting used to and it makes the
game more difficult than it should be. If you cant you are out of luck. If you do, the shooting is fairly enjoyable and satisfying,
just dont crank the difficulty too high.

And this is not the end of it. When I first started the game I expected something along the lines of Novalogics Tachyon: the
fringe, where you have a go at a branching mission path with side missions and all. There none of that here. It creates a feel that
this is what you get yourself into, but in reality, this game is absolutely linear. No branching path, no side missions, nothing. This
game is not replayable at all, and the fact it has a form of skirmish does not help at all, as you cant decide what ship and
weapons to take

And its not like you are given the opportunity to do any sort of experimentation with the equipment either. The upgrade path is
as linear as the rest of the game. You dont get sidegrades. Every new piece of equipment is objectively better than the last and
thats what you should get, the end. It renders concepts like earning money and upgrading meaningless. you might as well be
given the lasest ship and weapons without buying them. And speaking of weapons, I found torpedoes not to be mostly
ineffective and alternative firemodes for guns are outright useless, not to mentions that there are features that are usless
themselves, like EMP which is usefull for only a few missions before you never use them again, and the same goes for silent
running which is not a thing beyond a couple of missions.

Annoyingly you get wingmen, and I say annoyingly because sometimes they are usesfull and someother times they either fail to
follow you to the next point or they just die too fast. But wait, there's more. They completely lack any form of personalised
ability, they all perform the same, to top it all off, you cant choose who comes with you, you cant choose their ships, you cant
choose what weapons they get to use, you can't even give them commands. At least they are helpful in some crutial moments in
the game that you couldn't do it by yourself otherwise

Finally the game is not all that stable in some parts it has the tendency to crash, but not always. Just make sure to ALWAYS
SAVE before a mission, because the damn game doesn't autosave. There have been a few instances where the game crashed on
me and I hadn't saved and I ended up 3 missions back.

MY FINAL VERDICT on this is that its ok. You will get some enjoyment out of the shooting and plot/characters, provided you
can get used to the controls and get past the narative shortcomings and the linearity and lack of replayability. I would say that
you might want to wait for a sale, but it's still ok at its full price.
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PROS
-Fun shooting
-Ok visuals for its age
-Interesting story and characters
-Its cheap and disposable entertainment...
CONS
-...which can also be a sad thing
-Terrible mouse controls that take some getting used to even after some tweaking
-It tries to be something between simulation and action FPS, But it's not proficient at neither
-Average sound
-No control over wingmen whatsoever
-EMP and silent running are used in only a handful of missions but are useless otherwise.
-Significant plot elements are not treated with the importance they deserve
-Anticlimacting ending
-Poorly introduced hard to care for characters
-Plot holes resulting from problematic naration
-Absolute linearity in mission progression and upgrades kill replayability and experimentation.. WOW, I didnt know a non VR
game could get me nautious!
i almost threw up and ive only played for 10 mins
im still feeling sick... damn...

its really too bad, the story is interesting, nice old fashion cyberpunk!
and the graphics have aged surprisingly well
the controls are very hard to get used to. the game is broke plz fix. i try to lonch the game and it just gives my a popup sayin the
game was not teminated properly. A cool vehicular FPS, like Descent, but underwater. For it's time it had a good game engine
often used as a benchmark. Story is interesting but gameplay is somewhat symplistic. Like it.. These games have some of the
coolest art around. The gameplay is a lot different than Max Payne though, so don't go expecting that.. Just plain fun with a
good sense of humor. Controls take a bit getting used to however the options menu does make things easier. (The bad part is that
you can't change some options during gameplay)

One of those laid back games that has a blade runner feel but underwater. Yet it manages to work well atmosphere wise. Then
again don't expect a great piece of story.

Anyone who enjoys oldschool space based fighter / shooters should find themselves right at home.. Download size: about 750
mb
Playtime: around 10 hours
Aquanox is close to 15 years old, so you’ve seen a lot of the game’s features in other better games, most notably the Freespace
series. That being said, the graphics aren’t “too” bad when you keep in mind how old it is. The game’s settings allow some
manipulation of Level of Detail, and at max settings it looks better than the old Half Life 1 game, but still worse than Half Life
2. The cutscenes however, are of horrible quality and honestly I’m not sure if it was done that way on purpose. (Super cloudy
and low res visuals accompanied by a voice over).

The game’s story is extremely complicated, and even an hour or so into the game I had the itching feeling that I had accidently
started Aquanox 2 before playing the first game. Both games were part of a semi recent bundle, so it was a legitimate concern.
You get dropped right into the story as the character Emerald, a sort of freelance fighter pilot who goes from city to city
kicking♥♥♥♥♥and making money. There’s a whole backstory about global warming covering the Earth in water and various
factions fighting for domination. The game’s opening cinematic talked a bunch about genetically engineered dinosaurs and stuff,
but I haven’t seen any, just enemy subs.

Aquanox is a first person underwater fighter simulator, but something to note is that you don’t control “thrust.” You press
forward and it goes forward, press back and it goes back. It’s not like a lot of other simulators where you use +/- thrust and
momentum, in fact movement is kind of like a 3 dimensional first person shooter (no momentum, and you can circle strafe).
Combat is quite simple, where you use your gun (you can only use one gun at a time) and missiles to destroy enemy subs in
dogfights. Missiles are much more powerful than guns, but you buy them individually so if you want to save money, just rely on
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guns with their infinite ammo. There’s also an EMP type weapon if you don’t want to actually destroy your enemies. This is
really only a story based feature and most of the time it’s easier to just blow people up. It’s not like you get to salvage their ships.

Speaking of salvage, your compensation in the game doesn’t seem to take into account how many enemies you blow up. And
you don’t get experience either (this isn’t an RPG) which means that sometimes you can just complete objectives and run from
the enemy and not be penalized. Between missions you spend your time in “cities” which are basically just hubs where you can
buy upgrades for your ship and talk to people to get your next mission. One thing I noticed about ship upgrades is that you seem
to be able to sell weapons for the same price you bought them for. This means you can experiment with the different weapons
and see which ones you like without losing money, except for the missiles of course, which are bought 1 at a time and you
should probably just save those for blowing up big enemies.

Another thing to note about city hubs is that there is only one exit called “dock” where you start the next mission. When you’re
talking to people in the city you can start optional missions by going to the dock immediately after talking to the person. If you
keep talking to different people the game will override the side mission with the next story mission, and you’ll lose it forever. I
didn’t realize this until about half way through the game and I have no idea how many side missions I missed out on. When you
go to the dock it doesn’t give you options of which mission you want to play, it just sends you out into the water.

Pros:
+I really enjoy games where you get to earn money to upgrade your vehicle (especially weapons) and customize your ride
according to the levels’ requirements. There’s not too much customization in Aquanox, but I still liked it.
+In fighter simulators, it always nice to go up against larger ships, not just enemy fighters. The big bombers and frigates in
Aquanox can be a challenge unless you unleash the missiles.

Cons:
-It’s an old game, with all that entails: Dated graphics (still acceptable), not as much online information (how do I use the heal
kit?!?), bad voice acting.
-I can’t help but compare this game to Freespace 2, which I played exclusively for months. Freespace 2 is in my opinion superior
in every way.

Don’t play this game for the story since it won’t really make sense with everything they’re throwing at you. It’s like they tried to
make up their own world and dropped you into in halfway through. They certainly gave it a lot of thought though, as if they
based the game on a novel that I haven’t read. If you enjoy space fighter simulators such as Descent, Freespace, Wing
Commander, you may enjoy Aquanox.
. Some wonderful classical experiences under water let you feel a fictional life, which we may choose if we loose...

Its the end of the 21st century. Our planet is devastated by nuclear holocaust without sense, executed by might obsessed political
punks.
The civilisation has to move deep into the oceans, using endorphin as chemical happiness source. Light isnt reachable, darkness
gets a friend, the silence is unbearable, but the war for resources takes it slightly away. And so any hope for any recolonisation
of the upper surface!

Now, its 2661, and a even bigger war escalates in Aqua, the land under the tides of total waste. You are Emerald Flint, a lone
wolf, who has to somehow end the war, by accident. He only was searching for his stolen Succubus, the good old reliable
submarine-like warboat, with which he fights the Bionts, the biggest menace to Aqua. Or is there an even bigger threat?

Will you gain success by helping him rescuing the brave rest of humanity?

"Light to you!"
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